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�CHAPTER� 15

�Probability

�OBT�PTIT  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  1. [Board 2022 Term 1 SQP Basic]

If an event cannot occur, then its probability is

(a) 1 (b) 4
3

(c) 2
1  (d) 0

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om103
 QTEPT�O  2. [Board 2022 Term 1 SQP STD]

Which of the following cannot be the probability of an event?

(a) 3
1  (b) 0.1

(c) 3% (d) 16
17

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om104
 QTEPT�O  3. [Board 2022 Term 1 STD]

An event is very unlikely to happen. Its probability is closest 
to
(a) 0.0001 (b) 0.001

(c) 0.01 (d) 0.1

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om105
 QTEPT�O  4. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

The probability that a number selected at random from the 
numbers 1, 2, 3, ......, 15 is a multiple of 4 is

(a) 15
4  (b) 15

2

(c) 15
1  (d) 5

1

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om101
 QTEPT�O  5. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

Two coins are tossed simultaneously. The probability of 
getting at most one head is

(a) 4
1  (b) 2

1

(c) 3
2  (d) 4

3

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om102

 QTEPT�O  6. [Board 2022 Term 1 Basic]

If the probability of an event is p , then the probability of its 
complementary event will be
(a) p 1-  (b) p

(c) p1 -  (d) p1 1-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om106
 QTEPT�O  7. [Board 2019 Delhi]

The probability expressed as a percentage of a particular 
occurrence can never be
(a) less than 100

(b) less than 0

(c) greater than 1

(d) anything but a whole number

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om107
 QTEPT�O  8. [Board 2019 OD]

The P A^ h denotes the probability of an event A, then

(a) P A 0<^ h  (b) P A 1>^ h

(c) P A0 1# #^ h  (d) P A1 1# #- ^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om108
 QTEPT�O  9. [Board 2018]

If a card is selected from a deck of 52 cards, then the 
probability of its being a red face card is

(a) 26
3  (b) 13

3

(c) 13
2  (d) 2

1

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om109
 QTEPT�O  10. [Board 2017]

A card is drawn from a deck of 52 cards. The event E  is 
that card is not an ace of hearts. The number of outcomes 
favourable to E  is
(a) 4 (b) 13

(c) 48 (d) 51

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om110
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 QTEPT�O  11. [Board 2016]

When a die is thrown, the probability of getting an odd 
number less than 3 is

(a) 6
1  (b) 3

1

(c) 2
1  (d) 0

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om111
 QTEPT�O  12.

The probability of getting a bad egg in a lot of 400 is 0.035. 
The number of bad eggs in the lot is
(a) 7 (b) 14

(c) 21 (d) 28

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om112
 QTEPT�O  13.

A girl calculates that the probability of her winning the first 
prize in a lottery is 0.08. If 6000 tickets are sold, then how 
many tickets has she bought?
(a) 40 (b) 240

(c) 480 (d) 750

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om113
 QTEPT�O  14.

One ticket is drawn at random from a bag containing tickets 
numbered 1 to 40. The probability that the selected ticket has 
a number which is a multiple of 5 is

(a) 5
1  (b) 5

3

(c) 5
4  (d) 3

1

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om114
 QTEPT�O  15.

Someone is asked to take a number from 1 to 100. The 
probability that it is a prime, is

(a) 25
8  (b) 4

1

(c) 4
3  (d) 50

13

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om115
 QTEPT�O  16.

Which of the following relationship is the correct?
(a) ( ) ( )P E P E 1+ =  (b) ( ) ( )P E P E 1− =

(c) ( ) ( )P E P E1= +  (d) None of these

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om125

 QTEPT�O  17.

The probability of getting a number greater then 3 in throwing 
a die is

(a) 3
1  (b) 4

1

(c) 4
3  (d) 3

2

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om116
 QTEPT�O  18.

Out of one digit prime numbers, one number is selected at 
random. The probability of selecting an even number is

(a) 3
1  (b) 4

1

(c) 4
3  (d) 3

2

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om117
 QTEPT�O  19.

A bag contains 3 red and 2 blue marbles. If a marble is drawn 
at random, then the probability of drawing a blue marble is:

(a) 5
2  (b) 4

1

(c) 5
3  (d) 3

2

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om118
 QTEPT�O  20.

A single letter is selected at random from the word 
PROBABILITY. The probability that the selected letter is 
a vowel is

(a) 11
2  (b) 11

3

(c) 11
4  (d) 0

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om119
 QTEPT�O  21.

A fair die is thrown once. The probability of getting a 
composite number less than 5 is

(a) 3
1  (b) 6

1

(c) 3
2  (d) 0

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om120
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 QTEPT�O  22.

If a letter is chosen at random from the letter of English 
alphabet, then the probability that it is a letter of the word 
DELHI is

(a) 5
1  (b) 26

1

(c) 26
5  (d) 26

21

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om121
 QTEPT�O  23.

The probability that a two digit number selected at random 
will be a multiple of 3 and not a multiple of 5 is

(a) 15
2  (b) 15

4

(c) 15
1  (d) 90

4

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om122
 QTEPT�O  24.

If in a lottery, there are 5 prizes and 20 blanks, then the 
probability of getting a prize is

(a) 5
2  (b) 5

4

(c) 5
1  (d) 1

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om123
 QTEPT�O  25.

If a number x  is chosen at random from the numbers 
, , , ,2 1 0 1 2- - . Then, the probability that x 221  is

(a) 5
2  (b) 5

4

(c) 5
1  (d) 5

3

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om124
 QTEPT�O  26.

Two dice are thrown together. The probability that sum of 
the two numbers will be a multiple of 4, is:

(a) 2
1  (b) 3

1

(c) 8
1  (d) 4

1

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om126

 

 QTEPT�O  27.

A letter is chosen at random from the letters of the word 
ASSASSINATION, then the probability that the letter 

chosen is a vowel is in the form of x2 1
6
+ , then x  is equal to

(a) 5 (b) 6

(c) 7 (d) 8

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om127
 QTEPT�O  28.

Ramesh buys a fish from a shop for his aquarium. The 
shopkeeper takes out one fish at random a tank containing 
5 male fish and 9 female fish. Then, the probability that the 
fish taken out is a male fish, is

(a) 13
5  (b) 14

5

(c) 13
6  (d) 13

7

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om128
 QTEPT�O  29.

A number x  is selected from the numbers 1, 2, 3 and then 
a second number y  is randomly selected from the numbers 
1, 4, 9 then the probability that the product xy  of the two 
numbers will be less than 9 is

(a) 7
3  (b) 9

4

(c) 9
5  (d) 9

7

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om129
 QTEPT�O  30.

There are 1000 sealed envelopes in a box. 10 of them contain 
a cash prize of < 100 each, 100 of them contain a cash prize 
of <50 each and 200 of them contain a cash prize of < 10 
each and rest do not contain any cash prize. If they are well-
shuffled and an envelope is picked up out, then the probability 
that is contains no cash prize is
(a) 0.65 (b) 0.69

(c) 0.54 (d) 0.57

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om130
�OT  HERRK  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  31. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

What is the probability that a number selected at random 
from the numbers 1, 2, 3, ......, 15 is a multiple of 4?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om131
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 QTEPT�O  32. [Board 2010]

One ticket is drawn at random from a bag containing tickets 
numbered 1 to 40. Find the probability that the selected 
ticket has a number which is a multiple of 5.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om132
 QTEPT�O  33. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

Two coins are tossed simultaneously. What is the probability 
of getting at most one head ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om133
 QTEPT�O  34. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

A die is thrown once. What is the probability of getting a 
number less than 3?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om134
 QTEPT�O  35. [Board 2020 SQP Standard]

A number is chosen at random from the numbers 5- , 4- , 
3- , 2- , 1- , 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Then the probability that square 

of this number is less than or equal to 1 is .......... .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om135
 QTEPT�O  36. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

A card is drawn at random from a well-shuffled pack of 52 
cards. Find the probability of getting a red king.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om136
 QTEPT�O  37. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

A card drawn at random from a well shuffled deck of 52 
playing cards. What is the probability of getting a black king?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om137
 QTEPT�O  38. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

If the probability of wining a game is 0.07, what is the 
probability of losing it?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om138
 QTEPT�O  39. [Board Term-2, 2012]

A girl calculates the probability of her winning the game in a 
match and find it 0.08. What is the probability of her losing 
the game?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om139

 QTEPT�O  40. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2011]

If a card is selected from a deck of 52 cards, then find  the 
probability of its being a red face card?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om140
 QTEPT�O  41. [Board Term-2 OD 2017]

A card is drawn from a deck of 52 cards. The event E  is that 
card is not an ace of hearts. Find the number of outcomes 
favourable to E .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om141
 QTEPT�O  42. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2013]

When a die is thrown, what is the probability of getting an 
odd number less than 3?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om142
 QTEPT�O  43. [Board 2009]

What is the probability of getting a number greater then 3 in 
throwing a die?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om143
 QTEPT�O  44. [Board Term-2 2012]

The probability of getting a bad egg in a lot of 400 eggs is 
0.035. Find the number of bad eggs in the lot.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om144
 QTEPT�O  45. [Board 2010]

The probability of selecting a rotten apple randomly from 
a heap of 900 apples is 0.18. What is the number of rotten 
apples in the heap ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om145
 QTEPT�O  46.

A girl calculates that the probability of her winning the first 
prize in a lottery is 0.08. If 6000 tickets are sold, then how 
many tickets has she bought?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om146
 QTEPT�O  47. [Board Term-2 2012]

A bag contains lemon flavoured candies only. Shalini takes 
out one candy without looking into the bag. What is the 
probability that she takes out an orange flavoured candy?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om155
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 QTEPT�O  48. [Board Term-2 2012]

Find the probability of an impossible event.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om147
 QTEPT�O  49. [Board 2006]

Someone is asked to take a number from 1 to 100. What is the 
probability that it is a prime ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om148
 QTEPT�O  50. [Board Term-2 OD 2014]

Out of one digit prime numbers, one number is selected at 
random. What is the probability of selecting an even number?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om149
 QTEPT�O  51. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2013]

A bag contains 3 red and 2 blue marbles. If a marble is drawn 
at random, then find the probability of drawing a blue marble.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om150
 QTEPT�O  52. [Board 2007]

A single letter is selected at random from the word 
PROBABILITY. What is the probability that the selected 
letter is a vowel?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om151
 QTEPT�O  53. [Board Term-2 OD Compt 2017]

A die is thrown once. Find the probability of getting “at most 
2.”

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om152
 QTEPT�O  54. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2014]

If E  be an event such that P E 7
3=^ h , what is P (not E ) equal 

to?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om153
 QTEPT�O  55. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2013]

If .P E 0 20=^ h , then what is the probability of ‘not E ’?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om154

 QTEPT�O  56. [Board Term-2 SQP 2016]

Out of 200 bulbs in a box, 12 bulbs are defective. One bulb 
is taken out at random from the box. What is the probability 
that the drawn bulb is not defective?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om156
 QTEPT�O  57. [Board Term-2 OD 2016]

A card is drawn at random from a well shuffled pack of 52 
cards. Find the probability of getting neither a red card nor 
a queen.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om157
 QTEPT�O  58. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2015, 2020 Delhi STD]

A letter of English alphabet is chosen at random. Determine 
the probability that the chosen letter is a consonant.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om158
 QTEPT�O  59. [Board Term-2 2015]

What is the probability that a non-leap year has 53 Mondays 
?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om161
 QTEPT�O  60. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

Two different dice are tossed together. Find the probability 
that the product of the number on the top of the dice is 6.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om162
 QTEPT�O  61. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2015]

A game of chance consists of spinning an arrow which comes 
to rest pointing at one of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 
these are equally likely outcomes. Find the probability that 
the arrow will point at any factor of 8 ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om163
 QTEPT�O  62. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2014]

A bag contains cards numbered from 1 to 25. A card is drawn 
at random from the bag. Find the probability that number is 
divisible by both 2 and 3.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om164
 QTEPT�O  63. [Board Term-2 2014]

A number is selected at random from 1 to 30. Find the 
probability that it is a prime number.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om165
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 QTEPT�O  64. [Board Term-2 2012]

A box contains 90 discs, numbered from 1 to 90. If one disc is 
drawn at random from box, find the probability that it bears 
a prime number less than 23.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om166
 QTEPT�O  65. [Board Term-2 2012]

From the number 3, 5, 5, 7, 7, 7, 9, 9, 9, 9, one number is 
selected at random, what is the probability that the selected 
number is mean?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om167
 QTEPT�O  66. [Board Term-2 2012]

A die is thrown once. Find the probability of getting a prime 
number.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om168
 QTEPT�O  67. [Board Term-2 2012]

In tossing a die, what is the probability of getting an odd 
number or number less than 4 ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om169
 QTEPT�O  68. [Board Term-2 OD 2011]

Find the probability of getting a sum of 9, when two dice are 
thrown simultaneously.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om170
 QTEPT�O  69. [Board Term-2 2014]

Can 1.1 be probability of an event ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om171
 QTEPT�O  70. [Board Term-2 2016]

Cards marked with number 3, 4, 5, ..........., 50 are placed in a 
box and mixed thoroughly. A card is drawn at random from 
the box. Find the probability that the selected card bears a 
perfect square number.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om159
 QTEPT�O  71. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2016]

20 tickets, on which numbers 1 to 20 are written, are mixed 
thoroughly and then a ticket is drawn at random out of them. 
Find the probability that the number on the drawn ticket is 
a multiple of 3 or 7.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om160

 QTEPT�O  72. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2017]

A bag contains 3 red and 5 black balls. A ball is drawn at 
random from the bag. What is the probability that the drawn 
ball is not red ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om172
 QTEPT�O  73. [Board Term-2 OD Compt. 2017]

If three different coins are tossed together, then find the 
probability of getting two heads.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om173
 QTEPT�O  74. [Board Term-2 2015]

A number x  is chosen from 25, 24, 23, ,2 1- - , 0, 1, 2, 3. 
Find the probability that x 3< .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om174
 QTEPT�O  75. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

A die thrown once. What is the probability of getting an even 
prime number?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om175
 QTEPT�O  76. [Board Term-2 2013]

A bag contains 5 red balls and some blue balls. If the 
probability of drawing a blue ball is double that of red ball, 
determine the number of blue balls in the bag.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om177
 QTEPT�O  77. [Board Term-2 2016]

A bag contains 15 white and some black balls. If the probability 
of drawing a black ball from the bag is thrice that of drawing 
a white ball, find the number of blackballs in the bag.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om178
 QTEPT�O  78. [Board Term-2 2012]

A bag contains 6 red balls and some blue balls. If the 
probability of drawing a blue ball from the bag is twice that 
of a red ball, find the number of blue balls in the bag.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om179
 QTEPT�O  79. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

If a pair of dice is thrown once, then what is the probability 
of getting a sum of 8?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om180
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 QTEPT�O  80. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

A bag contains 5 red balls and some blue balls. If the 
probability of drawing a blue ball at random from the bag is 
three times that of a red ball, find the number of blue balls 
in the bag.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om176
 QTEPT�O  81. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

Two different dice are thrown together, find the probability 
that the sum of the numbers appeared is less than 5.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om181
 QTEPT�O  82. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2014]

Two dice are rolled simultaneously. Find the probability that 
the sum of numbers appearing is 10.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om182
 QTEPT�O  83. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

In a lottery, there are 10 prizes and 25 blanks. What is the 
probability of getting a prize?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om183
 QTEPT�O  84. [Board 2020 Delhi OD Basic]

Two different coins are tossed simultaneously, What is the 
probability of getting at least one head?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om184
 QTEPT�O  85. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

A pair of dice is thrown once. What is the probability of 
getting a doublet?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om185
 QTEPT�O  86. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

A die is thrown once. What is the probability of getting a 
prime number.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om186
 QTEPT�O  87. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

If a number x  is chosen at random from the numbers 3- , 2-
, 1- . 0, 1, 2, 3, then find the probability of x 4<2 .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om187

 QTEPT�O  88. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

If a number x  is chosen a random from the number 3- , 2- , 
1- , 0, 1, 2, 3. What is probability that x 42# ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om188
 QTEPT�O  89. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2017]

A number is chosen at random from the numbers 
, , , , , ,3 2 1 0 1 2 3- - - . What will be the probability that 

square of this number is less than or equal to 1.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om189
 QTEPT�O  90. [Board Term-2 2016]

A bag contains cards with numbers written on it  from 1–80. 
A card is pulled out at random. Find the probability that the 
card shows a perfect square.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om190
 QTEPT�O  91. [Board Term-2 2014, 2015]

A bag contains 6 red and 5 blue balls. Find the probability 
that the ball drawn is not red.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om191
 QTEPT�O  92. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2014]

There are 30 cards of the same size in a bag in which the 
numbers 1 to 30 are written. One card is taken out of the 
bag at random. Find the probability that the number on the 
selected card is not divisible by 3.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om192
 QTEPT�O  93. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2014, 2012]

A bag contains cards bearing numbers from 11 to 30. A card 
is taken out from the bag at random. Find the probability 
that the selected card has multiple of 5 on it.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om193
 QTEPT�O  94. [Board Term-2 OD 2014]

Two different dice are tossed together. Find the probability :
(i) that the number on each die is even.
(ii) that the sum of numbers appearing on the two dice is 5.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om194
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 QTEPT�O  95. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2014]

A letter of English alphabet is chosen at random, find the 
probability that the letter so chosen is :
(i) a vowel,
(ii) a consonant.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om195
 QTEPT�O  96. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2014]

Harpreet tosses two different coins simultaneously. What is 
the probability that she gets :
(i). at least one head ?
(ii) one head and one tail ? 

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om196
 QTEPT�O  97. [Board Term-2 2012, 2014]

A bag contains 5 red, 8 green and 7 white balls. One ball is 
drawn at random from the bag, find the probability of getting 
:
(i) not a white ball,
(ii) neither a green nor a red ball.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om197
 QTEPT�O  98. [Board Term-2 2014]

A bag contains 3 red, 4 green and 5 white candles, one candle 
is drawn at random from the bag, find the probability that 
candle is not red.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om198
 QTEPT�O  99. [Board Term-2 2017]

In a family of two children find the probability of having at 
least one girl.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om199
 QTEPT�O  100. [Board Term-2 2014]

Find the probability that a leap year has 53 Sundays

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om200
 QTEPT�O  101. [Board Term-2 SQP 2017]

A box contains cards numbered 11 to 123. A card is drawn at 
random from the box. Find the probability that the number 
of the drawn card is
(i) A perfect square number
(ii) A multiple of 7.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om205

 QTEPT�O  102. [Board Term-2 2012]

Two coins are tossed together. Find the probability of getting 
both heads or both tails.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om201

 QTEPT�O  103. [Board Term-2 OD 2012]

One card is drawn from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards. Find 
the probability of getting :
(i) a non face card,
(ii) a black king.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om202
 QTEPT�O  104. [Board Term-2 2012]

A lot consists of 144 ball pens of which 20 are defective and 
others are good. Nuri will buy a pen if it is good, but will 
not buy if it is defective. The shopkeeper draws one pen at 
random and gives it to her. What is the probability that :
(i) she will buy it ?
(ii) she will not buy it ? 

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om203
 QTEPT�O  105. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2017]

Two different dice are thrown together. Find the probability 
that the product of the number appeared is less than 18.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om204
 QTEPT�O  106. [Board Term-2 SQP 2017]

A box contains 12 balls of which some are red in colour. If 
6 more red balls are put in the box and a ball is drawn at 
random the probability of drawing a red ball doubles than 
what it was before. Find the number of red balls in the bag.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om206
 QTEPT�O  107. [Board Term-2 OD Compt. 2017]

Two different dice are rolled together once. Find the 
probability of numbers coming on the tops whose product is 
a perfect square.

�Sol  :�  www.nodia.study/ma/om207
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PCERTT  HERRKE  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  108. [Board 2020 SQP Standard]

An integer is chosen between 70 and 100. Find the probability 
that it is
(i) a prime number             (ii) divisible by 7

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om208
 QTEPT�O  109. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

Find the probability that 5 Sundays occur in the month of 
November of a randomly selected year.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om209
 QTEPT�O  110. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

Two dice are tossed simultaneously. Find the probability of 
getting
(i) an even number on both dice.
(ii) the sum of two numbers more than 9.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om210
 QTEPT�O  111. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

A child has a die whose six faces show the letters as shown 
below:

A  A  B  C  C  C
The die is thrown once. What is the probability of getting (i) 
A, (ii) C ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om212
 QTEPT�O  112. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

A child has a die whose six faces show the letters as shown 
below:

A  B  C  D  E  A
The die is thrown once. What is the probability of getting (i) 
A, (ii) D?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om213
 QTEPT�O  113. [Board 2019 Delhi]

A game consists of tossing a coin 3 times and noting the 
outcome each time. If getting the same result in all the tosses 
is a success, find the probability of losing the game.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om214

 QTEPT�O  114. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

In a family of three children, find the probability of having 
at least two boys.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om211
 QTEPT�O  115. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2016, Delhi 2017]

A game consists of tossing a one-rupee coin 3 times and 
noting the outcome each time. Ramesh will win the game if 
all the tosses show the same result, (i.e either all three heads 
or all three tails) and loses the game otherwise. Find the 
probability that Ramesh will lose the game.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om215
 QTEPT�O  116. [Board 2019 Delhi]

A die is thrown once. Find the probability of getting a number 
which (i) is a prime number (ii) lies between 2 and 6.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om216
 QTEPT�O  117. [Board 2019 OD]

A die is thrown twice. Find the probability that
(i) 5 will come up at least once.
(ii) 5 will not come up either time.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om217
 QTEPT�O  118. [Board 2018]

Two different dice are tossed together. Find the probability:
(i) of getting a doublet
(ii) of getting a sum 10, of the numbers on the two dice.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om218
 QTEPT�O  119. [Board 2018]

An integer is chosen at random between 1 and 100. Find the 
probability that it is:
(i) divisible by 8.
(ii) not divisible by 8.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om219
 QTEPT�O  120. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

From a pack of 52 playing cards, Jacks, Queens and Kings of 
red colour are removed. From the remaining, a card is drawn 
at random. Find the probability that drawn card is 
(i) a black king, 
(ii) a card of red colour, 
(iii) a card of black colour.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om220
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 QTEPT�O  121. [Board Term-2 2014]

A bag contains cards numbered 1 to 49. Find the probability 
that the number on the drawn card is :
(i) an odd number 
(ii) a multiple of 5
(iii) Even prime

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om221
 QTEPT�O  122. [Board Term-2 2012, 2014]

Two unbiased coins are tossed simultaneously. Find the 
probability of getting :
(i) at least one head,
(ii) almost one head,
(iii) no head.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om222
 QTEPT�O  123. [Board Term-2 OD 2016]

Three different coins are tossed together. Find the probability 
of getting
(i) exactly two heads.
(ii) at least two heads
(iii) at least two tails.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om223
 QTEPT�O  124. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2016]

In a single throw of a pair of different dice, what is the 
probability of getting
(i) a prime number on each dice ? 
(ii) a total of 9 or 11 ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om224
 QTEPT�O  125. [Board Term-2 2012]

Three coins are tossed simultaneously once. Find the 
probability of getting :
(i) at least one tail,
(ii) no tail.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om235
 QTEPT�O  126. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2015]

A game consists of tossing a one-rupee coin three times and 
noting its outcome each time. Find the probability of getting :
(i) three heads,
(ii) at least two tails.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om236

 QTEPT�O  127. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2016]

A box consists of 100 shirts of which 88 are good, 8 have minor 
defects and 4 have major defects. Ramesh, a shopkeeper will 
buy only those shirts which are good but ‘Kewal’ another 
shopkeeper will not buy shirts with major defects. A shirt 
is taken out of the box at random. What is the probability 
that :
(i) Ramesh will buy the selected shirt ?
(ii) Kewal will buy the selected shirt ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om225

 QTEPT�O  128. [Board Term-2 OD 2017]

A box contains 125 shirts of which 110 are good 12 have 
minor defects and 3 have major defects. Ram Lal will buy 
only those shirts which are good while Naveen will reject 
only those which have major defects. A shirt is taken out at 
random from the box. Find the probability that :
(i) Ram Lal will buy it
(ii) Naveen will buy it

�Sol  :�  www.nodia.study/ma/om226
 QTEPT�O  129. [Board Term-2 2016]

A box contains 100 cards marked from 1 to 100. If one card 
is drawn at random from the box, find the probability that 
it bears :
(i) a single digit number
(ii) a number which is a perfect square
(iii) a number which is divisible by 7

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om227
 QTEPT�O  130. [Board Term-2 OD 2016]

There are 100 cards in a bag on which numbers from 1 to 100 
are written. A card is taken out from the bag at random. Find 
the probability that the number on the selected card.
(i) is divisible by 9 and is a perfect square.
(ii) is a prime number greater than 80.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om228
 QTEPT�O  131. [Board Term-2 2012]

Cards numbered 2 to 101 are placed in a box. A card is 
selected at random from the box, find the probability that 
the card selected :
(i) has a number which is a perfect square.
(ii) has an odd number which is not less than 70. 

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om229
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 QTEPT�O  132. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2015]

All red face cards are removed from a pack of playing cards. 
The remaining cards are well shuffled and then a card is 
drawn at random from them. Find the probability that the 
drawn card is :
(i) a red card   (ii) a face card
(iii) a card of clubs

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om230
 QTEPT�O  133. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

The probability of selecting a red ball at random from a 
jar that contains only red, blue and orange balls is 4

1 . The 
probability of selecting a blue ball at random from the same 
jar is 3

1 . If the jar contains 10 orange balls, find the total 
number of ball in the jar.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om231
 QTEPT�O  134. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

A bag contains, white, black and red balls only. A ball is 
drawn at random from the bag. If the probability of getting 
a white ball is 10

3  and that of a black ball is 5
2  , then find the 

probability of getting a red ball. If the bag contains 20 black 
balls, then find the total number of balls in the bag.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om232
 QTEPT�O  135. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2016]

Two different dice are thrown together. Find the probability 
of :
(i) getting a number greater than 3 on each die.
(ii) getting a total of 6 or 7 of the numbers on two dice. 

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om233
 QTEPT�O  136. [Board Term-2 SQP 2016]

One card is drawn from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards. Find 
the probability of getting 
(i) Non face card, 
(ii) Black king or a Red queen, 
(iii) Spade card.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om234
 QTEPT�O  137. [Board Term-2 2012, 2015]

One card is drawn from a well-shuffled deck of 52 cards. Find 
the probability of getting :
(i) a red face card,
(ii) a spade,
(iii) either a king or a black cards.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om237

 QTEPT�O  138.

Two dice are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3 
respectively. They are thrown and the sum of the numbers on 
them is noted. What is the probability of getting even sum :

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om238
 QTEPT�O  139. [Board Term-2 2015]

Three unbiased coins are tossed together. Find the probability 
of getting :
(i) at least two heads,  
(ii) almost two heads.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om239
 QTEPT�O  140. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2015]

A bag contains 18 balls out of which x  balls are red.
(i) If one ball is drawn at random from the bag, what is the 

probability that it is not red ?
(ii) If 2 more red balls are put in the bag, the probability 

of drawing a red ball will be 8
9  times the probability of 

drawing a red ball in the first case. Find the value of x .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om240
 QTEPT�O  141. [Board Term-2 2014]

Cards numbered 1 to 30 are put in a bag. A card is drawn at 
random. Find the probability that the drawn card is
(i) prime number > 7
(ii) not a perfect square

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om241
 QTEPT�O  142. [Board Term-2 2012]

Two dice are thrown at the same time. Find the probability 
of getting :
(i) same number on both dice
(ii) sum of two numbers appearing on both the dice is 8.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om242
 QTEPT�O  143. [Board Term-2 2014]

Five cards, ten, Jack, Queen, King and Ace of diamonds are 
well shuffled. One card is picked up from them.
(i) Find the probability that the drawn card is Queen.
(ii) If Queen is put aside, then find the probability that the 

second card drawn is an ace.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om243
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 QTEPT�O  144. [Board Term-2 OD Compt. 2017]

From all the two digit numbers a number is chosen at random. 
Find the probability that the chosen number is a multiple of 
7.

�Sol  :�  www.nodia.study/ma/om244
 QTEPT�O  145. [Board Term-2 Delhi Compt. 2017]

A box contains cards, number 1 to 90. A card is drawn at 
random from the box. Find the probability that the selected 
card bears a :
(i) Two digit number.
(ii) Perfect square number

�Sol  :�  www.nodia.study/ma/om245
 QTEPT�O  146. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2017]

Two different dice are thrown together. Find the probability 
that the number obtained :
(i) have a sum less than 7.
(ii) have a product less than 16.
(iii) is a doublet of odd numbers.

�Sol  :�  www.nodia.study/ma/om246
�TIT  HERRKE  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  147. [Board 2020 SQP Standard]

Jayanti throws a pair of dice and records the product of 
the numbers appearing on the dice. Pihu throws 1 dice and 
records the squares the number that appears on it. Who has 
the better chance of getting the number 36? Justify?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om248
 QTEPT�O  148. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2017]

Peter throws two different dice together and finds the product 
of the two numbers obtained. Rina throws a die and squares 
the number obtained. Who has the better chance to get the 
numbers 25.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om249
 QTEPT�O  149. [Board 2019 OD]

The probability of selecting a blue marble at random from a 
jar that contains only blue, black and green marbles is 5

1 . The 
probability of selecting a black marble at random from the 
same jar is 4

1 . If the jar contains 11 green marbles, find the 
total number of marbles in the jar.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om250

 QTEPT�O  150. [Board Term-2 SQP 2016]

Cards marked with numbers 3, 4, 5, .........50 are placed in 
a bag and mixed thoroughly. One card is drawn at random 
from the bag. Find the probability that number on the card 
drawn is :
(i) Divisible by 7.
(ii) A perfect square.
(iii) A multiple of 6.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om251
 QTEPT�O  151. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

All the red face cards are removed from a pack of 52 playing 
cards. A card is drawn at random from the remaining cards, 
after reshuffling them. Find the probability that the drawn 
card is
(i) of red colour
(ii) a queen
(iii) an ace
(iv) a face card.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om252
 QTEPT�O  152. [Board Term-2 2014]

All the black face cards are removed from a pack of 52 cards. 
Find the probability of getting a
(i) face card
(ii) red card
(iii) black card
(iv) king

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om253
 QTEPT�O  153. [Board Term-2 2015]

A box contains 20 cards from 1 to 20. A card is drawn at 
random from the box. Find the probability that the number 
on the drawn card is
(i) divisible by 2 or 3
(ii) a prime number

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om254
 QTEPT�O  154. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2015]

A box contains cards bearing numbers from 6 to 70. If one 
card is drawn at random from the box, find the probability 
that it bears,
(i) a one digit number.
(ii) a number divisible by 5.
(iii) an odd number less than 30.
(iv) a composite number between 50 and 70. 

�Sol  :�  www.nodia.study/ma/om255
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 QTEPT�O  155. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

What is the probability that a randomly taken leap year has 
52 Sundays?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om247
 QTEPT�O  156. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

A card is drawn at random from a well-shuffled deck of 
playing cards. Find the probability that the card drawn is :
(i) a card of spade or an ace.
(ii) a black king.
(iii) neither a jack nor a king.
(iv) either a king or a queen.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om256
 QTEPT�O  157. [Board Term-2 2015]

A bag contains 15 balls of which x  are blue and the remaining 
are red. If the number of red balls are increased by 5, the 
probability of drawing the red balls doubles. Find :
(i) P (red ball)
(ii) P (blue ball)
(iii) P (blue ball if of 5 extra red balls are actually added) 

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om257
 QTEPT�O  158. [Board Term-2 2014]

Three digit number are made using the digits 4, 5, 9 (without 
repetition). If a number among them is selected at random, 
what is the probability that the number will :
(i) be a multiple of 5 ?
(ii) be a multiple of 9 ?
(iii) will end with 9 ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om258
 QTEPT�O  159. [Board Term-2 OD 2016]

A number x  is selected at random from the numbers 1, 2, 
3 and 4. Another number y  is selected at random from the 
numbers 1, 4, 9 and 16. Find the probability that product of 
x  and y  is less than 16.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om259
 QTEPT�O  160. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2017]

A box contains 90 discs which are numbered 1 to 90. If one 
disc is drawn at random from the box, find the probability 
that it bears 
(i) a two digit number, 
(ii) number divisible by 5.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om260

 QTEPT�O  161. [Board Term-2 Delhi Compt 2017]

Cards on which numbers 1, 2, 3 .......... 100 are written (one 
number on one card and no number is repeated), put in a bag 
and are mixed thoroughly. A card is drawn at random from 
the bag. Find the probability that card taken out has
(i) an even number
(ii) a number which is a multiple of 13.
(iii) a perfect square number.
(iv) a prime number less than 20.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om261
 QTEPT�O  162.

Two different dice are thrown together. Find the probability 
that the numbers obtained have
(i) even sum, and    (ii) even product.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om262
 QTEPT�O  163. [Board Term-2 OD Compt 2017]

From a deck of 52 playing cards, Jacks and kings of red 
colour and Queen and Aces of black colour are removed. The 
remaining cards are mixed and a card is drown at random. 
Find the probability that the drawn card is
(i) a black queen
(ii) a card of red colour
(iii) a Jack of black colour
(iv) a face card

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om263
 QTEPT�O  164. [Board Term-2 2015)

A bag contains 25 cards numbered from 1 to 25. A card is 
drawn at random from the bag. Find the probability that the 
number on the drawn card is :
(i) divisible by 3 or 5
(ii) a perfect square number.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om266
 QTEPT�O  165. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2014]

A dice is rolled twice. Find the probability that :
(i) 5 will not come up either time.
(ii) 5 will come up exactly one time.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om267
 QTEPT�O  166. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2015]

A bag contains 20 balls out of which x  balls are red.
(i) If one ball is drawn at random from the bag, find the 

probability that it is not red.
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(ii) If 4 more red balls are out into the bag, the probability 
of drawing a red ball will be 4

5  times the probability of 
drawing a red ball in the first case. Find the value of x .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om264
 QTEPT�O  167. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2016]

In Figure a disc on which a player spins an arrow twice. The 
fraction b

a  is formed, where a  is the number of sector on 
which arrow stops on the first spin and ‘b’ is the number of 
the sector in which the arrow stops on second spin, On each 
spin, each sector has equal chance of selection by the arrow.
Find the probability that the fraction 1>b

a

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om265
�� ATPTO�TEY OHETED  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  168.

A fire station gets an emergency call from a shopping mall in 
the mid-afternoon. From a study of traffic patterns, Chief fire 
officer DK Jain knows the probability the most direct route 
is clogged with traffic is 0.11, while the probability of the 
secondary route being clogged is 0.13. The probability both 
are clogged is 0.03. 

What is the probability they can respond to the call 
unimpeded using one of these routes?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om271

 QTEPT�O  169.

Political survey questions are questions asked to gather the 
opinions and attitudes of potential voters. Political survey 
questions help you identify supporters and understand what 
the public needs. Using such questions, a political candidate 
or an organization can formulate policies to gain support 
from these people. 

A survey of 100 voters was taken to gather information on 
critical issues and the demographic information collected is 
shown in the table. One out of the 100 voters is to be drawn 
at random to be interviewed on the India Today News on 
prime time. 

Women Men Totals

Republican 17 20 37

Democrat 22 17 39

Independent 8 7 15

Green Party 6 3 5

Totals 53 47 100

(i) What is the probability the person is a woman or a 
Republican ?

(ii) What is the probability the person is a Democrat ?
(iii) What is the probability the person is a Independent men 

?
(iv) What is the probability the person is a Independent men 

or green party men ?
(v) What is the probability the person is not a Independent 

Women or Republican men ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om268
 QTEPT�O  170.

A large water bottling plant can remain at full production as 
long as one of its two generators is functioning. Due to past 
experience and the age difference between the systems, the 
plant manager estimates the probability of the main generator 
failing is 0.05, the probability of the secondary generator failing 
is 0.01, and the probability of both failing is 0.007. 
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What is the probability the plant remains in full production 
today?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om269
 QTEPT�O  171.

A hydrofoil is a lifting surface, or foil, that operates in water. 
They are similar in appearance and purpose to aerofoils used 
by aeroplanes. Boats that use hydrofoil technology are also 
simply termed hydrofoils. As a hydrofoil craft gains speed, 
the hydrofoils lift the boat’s hull out of the water, decreasing 
drag and allowing greater speeds.

Inter-Island Waterways has just opened hydrofoil service 
between several islands. The hydrofoil is powered by two 
engines, one forward and one aft, and will operate if either 
of its two engines is functioning. Due to testing and past 
experience, the company knows the probability of the aft 
engine failing is P (aft engine fails)= 0.05 the probability 
of the forward engine failing is P (forward engine fails)= 
0.03, and the probability that both fail is P (both engines 
simultaneously fail)=  0.013. What is the probability the 
hydrofoil completes its next trip?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om270
 QTEPT�O  172.

Eight Ball : This is a game played on a pool table with 15 
balls numbered 1 through 15 and a cue ball that is solid 
white. Of the 15 numbered balls, 8 are a solid (nonwhite) 
color and numbered 1 through 8, and seven are striped balls 
numbered 9 through 15. 

The fifteen numbered pool balls (no cueball) are placed in a 
large bowl and mixed, then one is drawn out. 
(i) What is the probability of drawing the eight ball ?
(ii) What is the probability of drawing a number greater 

than fifteen ?
(iii) What is the probability of drawing an even number ?

(iv) What is the probability of drawing a multiple of three ?
(v) What is the probability of drawing a solid color and an 

even number ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om272
 QTEPT�O  173.

Double-six Dominos : It is a game played with the 28 
numbered tiles shown in the diagram.

The 28 dominos are placed in a bag, shuffled, and then one 
domino is randomly drawn. Give the following answer. 
(i) What is the probability the total number of dots on the 

domino is three or less ?
(ii) What is the probability the total number of dots on the 

domino is greater than three ?
(iii) What is the probability the total number of dots on the 

domino does not have a blank half ?
(iv) What is the probability the total number of dots on the 

domino is not a “double” (both sides the same) ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om273

 QTEPT�O  174.

Family Structures : For a recent year, 51% of the families in 
the United States had no children under the age of 18; 20% 
had one child; 19% had two children; 7% had three children; 
and 3% had four or more children. 
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If a family is selected at random, find the following probability.
(i) Find the probability that the family has two or three 

children.
(ii) Find the probability that the family has more than one 

child.
(iii) Find the probability that the family has less than three 

children.
(iv) Based on the answers to parts (i), (ii) and (iii) which is 

most likely to occur? Explain why.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om274
 QTEPT�O  175.

Abhinav Bindra is retired sport shooter and currently India’s 
only individual Olympic gold medalist. His gold in the 
10-meter air rifle event at the 2008 Summer Olympics was 
also India’s first Olympic gold medal since 1980. He is the 
first Indian to have held concurrently the world and Olympic 
titles for the men’s 10-meter air rifle event, having earned 
those honors at the 2008 Summer Olympics and the 2006 
ISSF World Shooting Championships. Bindra has also won 
nine medals at the Commonwealth Games and three gold 
medals at the Asian Games.

A circular dartboard has a total radius of 8 inch, with circular 
bands that are 2 inch wide, as shown in figure. Abhinav is 
still skilled enough to hit this board 100% of the time so he 
always score at least two points each time he throw a dart. 
Assume the probabilities are related to area, on the next dart 
that he throw.
(i) What is the probability that he score at least 4 ?
(ii) What is the probability that he score at least 6 ?
(iii) What is the probability that he hit bull’s eye ?

(iv) What is the probability that he score exactly 4 points ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om275
 QTEPT�O  176.

Apurvi Singh Chandela is an Indian Shooting player who 
competes in the 10 metre air rifle event. She won the gold 
medal in the 2019 ISSF World Cup in New Delhi. She is 
the world champion and currently ranked number one in 10 
metre air rifle shooting. She is a recipient of Arjuna award.

Apurvi is able to hit a 10 in. by 20 in. target 100% of the time 
at a range of 100 metre. Assuming the probability she hits a 
target is related to its area, what is the probability she hits 
the shaded portions shown?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om276
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 QTEPT�O  177.

Blood Group :  Blood type or blood group is a medical 
term. It describes the type of blood a person has. It is a 
classification of blood based on the presence or absence of 
inherited antigenic substances on the surface of red blood 
cells (RBCs). Blood types predict whether a serious reaction 
will occur in a blood transfusion.

In a sample of 50 people, 21 had type O blood, 22 had type A 
blood, 5 had type B blood, and 2 had type AB blood. Set up 
a frequency distribution and find the following probabilities.
(i) What is the probability that a person has type O blood ?
(ii) What is the probability that a person has type A or type 

B blood ?
(iii) What is the probability that a person has neither type A 

nor type O blood ?
(iv) What is the probability that a person does not have type 

AB blood ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om277

 QTEPT�O  178.

Consider the 210 discrete points found in the first and second 
quadrants where x10 10G #- , y1 10G #  and x  and y  are 
integers. The coordinates of each point is written on a slip of 
paper and placed in a box. One of the slips is then randomly 
drawn. 
(i) What is the probability the point ( , )x y  is on the graph 

of y x=

(ii) What is the probability the point ( , )x y  is on the graph 
of y x2=

(iii) What is the probability the point ( , )x y  has coordinates 
( , )x y5 2># −

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om279

 QTEPT�O  179.

Computers in Elementary Schools : Computer-based learning 
(CBL) refers to any teaching methodology that makes use 
of computers for information transmission or input. At an 
elementary school level, computer applications can be used 
to display multimedia lesson plans or students can input 
examination answers into a computer to facilitate grading and 
evaluation. Multimedia formats and applications that allow 
students to pause content are especially valuable in early 
childhood education especially since students are coming to 
school with different competencies, learning styles and speeds 
for absorbing information. 

Total 1000 elementary and secondary schools of Rajasthan 
were classified by the number of computers they had.

Computers 1–10 11–20 21–50 51–100 100 more

Schools 250 210 290 170 80

Choose one school at random and find the following 
probability.
(i) Find the probability that it has 50 or fewer computers.
(ii) Find the probability that it has more than 100 computers.
(iii) Find the probability that it has no more than 20 

computers.
(iv) Find the probability that it has more than 50 computers.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om278
 QTEPT�O  180.

Out of 460 times at bat, a baseball player gets 207 hits. What 
is the approximate empirical probability that the player will 
get a hit next time at bat?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om285
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 QTEPT�O  181.

Hospital Stays : Hospital records indicated that maternity 
patients stayed in the hospital for the number of days shown 
in the distribution.

Number of days stayed Frequency

3 13

4 22

5 45

6 14

7 6

100

Find these probabilities.
(i) A patient stayed exactly 5 days.
(ii) A patient stayed less than 6 days.
(iii) A patient stayed at most 4 days.
(iv) A patient stayed at least 5 days.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om280
 QTEPT�O  182.

Remdesivir was the first drug approved by the FDA for 
treating the SARS-CoV-2 virus. It is indicated for treatment 
of COVID-19 disease in hospitalized adults and children aged 
12 years and older who weigh at least 40 kg. 

In a medical experiment, a Remdesivir is found to help 2,400 
out of 4,000 people. If a doctor prescribes the Remdesivir 
for a particular patient, what is the approximate empirical 
probability that the patient will be helped?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om284

 QTEPT�O  183.

Insurance : An insurance company selected 1000 drivers 
at random in a particular city to determine a relationship 
between age and accidents. The data obtained are listed in 
following table. 

Age 0 1 2 3 Over 3

Under 20 50 62 53 35 20

20–29 64 93 67 40 36

30–39 82 68 32 14 4

40–49 38 32 20 7 3

Over 49 43 50 35 28 24

Compute the probabilities of the following events for a driver 
chosen at random in the city:
(i) E1 : being under 20 years old and having exactly three 

accidents in 1 year
(ii) E2 : being 30–39 years old and having one or more 

accidents in 1 year
(iii) E3 : having no accidents in 1 year
(iv) E4 : being under 20 years old or  having exactly three 

accidents in 1 year

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om281
 QTEPT�O  184.

Deepika Kumari is an Indian athlete who competes in the 
event of archery, is currently ranked World No. 9, and is a 
former world number one. She won a gold medal in the 2010 
Commonwealth games in the women’s individual recurve 
event. She also won a gold medal in the same competition in 
the women’s team recurve event along  with Dola Banerjee 
and Bombayala Devi. Kumari qualified for the 2012 Summer 
Olympics in London, where she competed in the Women’s 
Individual and Women’s team events, finishing in eighth 
place in the latter.
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Deepika  can hit the rectangular target shown 100% of the 
time at a range of 80 m. Assuming the probability the target 
is hit is related to its area, answer the following.
(i) What is the probability the Deepika hits within the 

triangle ?
(ii) What is the probability the Deepika hits within the circle 

?
(iii) What is the probability the Deepika hits within the circle 

but outside the triangle ?
(iv) What is the probability the Deepika hits within the 

rectangle but outside the circle ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om283

 QTEPT�O  185.

In two dice game, the player take turns to roll both dice, they 
can roll as many times as they want in one turn. A player 
scores the sum of the two dice thrown and gradually reaches 
a higher score as they continue to roll. If a single number 1 
is thrown on either die, the score for that whole turn is lost. 
Two dice are thrown simultaneously.

(i) What is the probability of getting the sum as an even 
number ?

(ii) What is the probability of getting the sum as a prime 
number ?

(iii) What is the probability of getting the sum of atleast 10?
(iv) What is the probability of getting a doublet of even 

number ?

(v) What is the probability of getting a product of numbers 
greater than 16?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om286

 QTEPT�O  186.

A survey was taken at a high school, and the results were 
put in a circle graph. The students were asked to list their 
favourite colours. The measurement of each central angle is 
shown. If a person is chosen at random from the school, find 
the probability of each response.

(i) What is the probability of favourite colour being red ?

(ii) What is the probability of favourite colour being  blue or 
green ?

(iii) What is the probability of favourite colour not  being red 
or blue?

(iv) What is the probability of favourite colour not  being 
orange or green ?

(v) What is the probability of favourite colour  being red or 
blue?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om287
 QTEPT�O  187.

A game at a stall in new year carnival involves spinning a 
wheel first as a first step to complete the game with certain 
rules. If the wheel stops at a particular number, then the 
player is allowed to roll a 6 faced unbiased dice.
Ruoles Sf Game :
(i) If the wheel stops at a particular number, then the player 

is allowed to roll a unbiased dice.
(ii) If the wheel stops at any other number, player get to try 

again and only one extra try allowed.
(ii) If player reach the next stage and roll a dice, he may get 

a prize depending on the number on dice.
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(i) What is the probability of getting an even number on the 
wheel?

(ii) If getting an odd number on the wheel allows a player to 
roll the die, then what is the probability of his rolling the 
die ?

(iii) If the player is allowed to roll the dice and getting a 
number greater than 4 entitles him to get prize, what is 
the probability of his winning the prize?

(iv) If getting a square number on the wheel allows a player 
to roll the dice, then what is the probability of his rolling 
the dice ?

(v) If the player is allowed to roll the die and getting a prime 
number on die entitles him to get prize, then what is the 
probability of his winning the prize?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om288
 QTEPT�O  188.

Five friends and one of their mother are having a picnic. The 
mother deicide to play card game. 17 cards numbered 1, 2, 3 
... 17 are put in a box and mixed thoroughly. The mother asks 
each boy to draw a card and after each draw she shows some 
magic tricks based on card number.

(i) What is the probability of drawing an odd number card 
in the first draw by the first boy ?

(ii) Now in second draw, card drawn in first draw is replaced. 
What is the probability of drawing a prime number card 
by the second boy? 

(iii) If in second draw, boy got number 2 and the card is 
not replaced, what is the probability of drawing a card 
bearing a multiple of 3 greater than 5 by the third boy?

(iv) If the card is replaced after the third draw, what is the 
probability of drawing a card bearing a number greater 
than 17 by the fourth boy ?

(v) If the card is replaced after the fourth draw, what is the 
probability of drawing a card bearing a multiple of 3 or 7 
by the fifth boy?:

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/om289
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